Meta-analysis of functional subdivisions within human posteromedial cortex
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Abstract
The posteromedial cortex (PMC)—comprising posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), retrosplenial cortex (RSC), and the precuneus (PrC)—is perhaps best known for its involvement in the default mode network. There is no consensus regarding the specific functions of PMC, however, and its component regions each exhibit distinct, but partially overlapping functional profiles. To date, there has been minimal effort to disentangle the functions of these regions. In the present study, we use Neurosynth (http://neurosynth.org) to conduct an unbiased meta-analysis of the PMC based on fMRI coactivation and semantic information extracted from 11,406 studies. Our analyses revealed six PMC clusters with distinct functional profiles: superior and inferior dorsal PCC, anterior and posterior PrC, ventral PCC, and RSC. We discuss these findings in the context of the existing literature and suggest several fruitful avenues for continued research.
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Introduction
Posteromedial cortex (PMC) refers to the part of cerebral cortex located in the posterior portion of the medial surface of the brain. PMC comprises several distinct regions, including posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), retrosplenial cortex (RSC), and the precuneus, among others (Cauda et al. 2010; Bzdok et al. 2015). Scientific interest in PMC has largely stemmed from a seminal neuroimaging study showing that the region is highly active in healthy adults at rest (Raichle et al. 2001). This study demonstrated that PCC and the adjacent precuneus have blood flow and glucose consumption levels elevated about 40% above the whole-brain average, suggesting that these regions are highly important for cortical information processing. Studies have further shown that this resting state activity in PMC intrinsically correlates with that in several other areas of cortex, forming a so-called default mode network (DMN) (Raichle et al. 2001; Leech et al. 2011; Greicius et al. 2009; Buckner et al. 2008). There is no consensus regarding the specific functions of PMC, however, which likely explains its absence from many systems-level models of brain function.

The existing literature implicates PMC subregions in several different functions and disorders. For example, PCC exhibits increased activity during cognitive tasks involving semantic processes, episodic memory retrieval, autobiographical memory, and planning (Addis et al. 2007; Mason et al. 2007; Huijbers et al. 2012; Krieger-Redwood et al. 2016; Vatansever et al. 2017a). Furthermore, it features early amyloid deposition and reduced metabolism in Alzheimer’s disease (Sperling et al. 2009; Greicius et al. 2004; Buckner et al. 2008). The precuneus is related to visuospatial imagery, episodic memory retrieval, self-processing, and consciousness (Cavanna and Trimble 2006). In addition, the precuneus is associated with visually guided reaching impairment termed ‘optic ataxia’ via underlying parietal white matter (Karnath and Perenin 2005). Finally, RSC has been associated with episodic memory, spatial navigation, imagination, and planning (Vann et al. 2009). Moreover, RSC has been linked to memory impairment and spatial disorientation (Rudge and Warrington 1991; Maguire 2001; Osawa et al. 2006). While each of these regions has distinct functions, there is
clearly also a significant degree of overlap, e.g., episodic memory.

Although there is a substantial body of literature investigating PMC function, there has been minimal effort to disentangle the functions of its subregions in an unbiased way. To date, meta-analyses of different brain regions have either (1) defined a specific subset of cognitive functions as a priori important to the regions of interest (Shackman et al. 2011) and/or (2) focused only on a specific region of interest (Palomero-Gallagher et al. 2015). Our present study addresses these issues by conducting an unbiased meta-analysis of PMC function using Neurosynth (http://neurosynth.org), a database featuring 11,406 studies from the fMRI literature (Yarkoni et al. 2011). We replicate a method previously used to map medial and lateral frontal cortex (de la Vega et al. 2016, 2017), applying it here to PMC. The specific aim of this meta-analysis is to create a comprehensive and data-driven map of PMC subregions based on a broad profile of functions and disorders.

Methods

The following methods were replicated from previous studies by Alejandro de la Vega and colleagues (de la Vega et al. 2016, 2017; Dixon et al. 2018), using the Python code and data available freely online at https://github.com/adelavega/neurosynth-mfc and https://github.com/adelavega/neurosynth-lfc. We apply the techniques used in those studies to PMC here, rather than to medial or lateral frontal cortex; see Fig. 1 for a visual summary.

Dataset

The dataset we used in this project is Version 0.6 of the Neurosynth database (Yarkoni et al. 2011) which contains 413,428 activation peaks from 11,406 fMRI studies. Besides these peaks, Neurosynth also contains all the words from the abstracts of every included study, from which a previous study generated 60 different topics (de la Vega et al. 2016). All activation peaks and subsequent analyses are in the MNI-152 coordinate space (Mazziotta et al. 1995).
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Fig. 1 Graphical summary of the methods used in the present study. a We parcellated our PMC mask based on whole-brain coactivation patterns retrieved from the Neurosynth database. Parcellation was done based on $k$-means clustering, taking the solution that performed the best on a silhouette score analysis (i.e., $k=6$). b We then generated coactivation maps from each of these clusters for comparison. c We used a meta-analytic functional preference classification to determine which among 20 cognitive function-related topics and 8 disorder-related topics can best predict the activity within each cluster. PMC posteromedial cortex.
PMC mask

In previous studies (de la Vega et al. 2016, 2017), the authors used the Harvard–Oxford (H–O) anatomical atlas and H–O probabilistic atlas to create their masks of frontal cortex (Desikan et al. 2006). We do the same here to create our PMC mask. To cluster the voxels inside the PMC area from the whole-brain clustering matrix, we generated a binarized PMC mask. First, we used the FMRIB Software Library (FSL) to combine the PCC—which already included the RSC—and the precuneus from the H–O anatomical atlas (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/) to generate a PMC anatomical mask. Then, we excluded voxels with less than 30% probability of falling into cortical gray matter by masking the H–O probabilistic atlas (P > 30%) using the PMC anatomical mask and binarized it (Fig. 1a.1).

Coactivation clustering

We applied a method used in previous studies (de la Vega et al. 2016, 2017) to analyze the voxels inside the PMC mask by calculating the coactivation matrix between the PMC voxels and those in the rest of the brain (including subcortical areas) based on their coactivation pattern from the Neurosynth database. We represented coactivation in each voxel as a binary vector of length 11,406 (the number of studies); a value of 1 means that the voxel falls within 10 mm of the activation coordinate reported in a particular study, and a value of 0 means the opposite. For the clustering, we also excluded voxels with low activation rates (i.e., with fewer than 100 studies reporting activation of that voxel).

Before calculating the coactivation matrix, we performed a principal component analysis (PCA) on the whole brain to reduce its total variance down to 100 components. This reduces the size of the coactivation matrix from $[9365 \times 151,527]$ (PMC voxels × whole-brain voxels) to $[9365 \times 100]$ (PMC voxels × principal components), which makes clustering computationally feasible (Fig. 1a.2). We used a $k$-means clustering algorithm from scikit-learn Python package (Pedregosa et al. 2011) to group the PMC voxels into 2–20 clusters. We also calculated the Pearson correlation distance between every voxel in the PMC mask and each principal component so that we could perform a silhouette score analysis on the coactivation matrix to select the ideal number of clusters (Fig. 1a.3).

Silhouette score analysis

As noted in de la Vega et al. (2017), an unstandardized coactivation matrix will result in relatively unevenly sized clusters. This is because voxels with higher activation rates tend to form smaller clusters, even though there are no significant functional differences between these voxels. By standardizing the coactivation matrix, we can ensure that the clustering procedure is driven by the relative differences in whole-brain coactivation rather than relative differences in overall activation rate. It is impossible to determine the “correct” number of clusters in any abstract sense, since that number depends heavily on researchers’ goals, methods of analysis, and data quality (de la Vega et al. 2016, 2017; Eickhoff et al. 2015). However, silhouette score analysis offers a valid and objective method to determine the optimal number of clusters for our present study by calculating the within-cluster cohesion of the voxels in our PMC mask (de la Vega et al. 2016, 2017). The silhouette score is calculated using $(b - a)/\max(a, b)$, where $a$ is the mean intra-cluster distance for each voxel and $b$ is the mean nearest-cluster distance for each voxel. Greater silhouette scores correspond with smaller mean within-cluster distances, which in turn means better within-cluster cohesion.

Coactivation profiles

After determining the optimal number of clusters, we compared the whole-cortex coactivation pattern of each PMC cluster to the adjacent cluster (de la Vega et al. 2016, 2017) to map out the differences in coactivation patterns. To do this, we used a meta-analytic approach to contrast studies that activated a given cluster to studies that activated the adjacent cluster. The resulting image reveals voxels across all of cortex that shows greater probability of coactivating with the given cluster than the average of adjacent clusters. We conducted a two-way Chi square test between two sets of studies and applied a threshold to the coactivation images using the false discovery rate (FDR) correction for multiple comparisons such that the included voxels are significant at the $p_{FDR} < 0.01$ level (Fig. 1b).

Meta-analytic functional preference profiles

To map out different functional preference profiles related to different PMC clusters, by using the same dataset with 60 identical topics. To resolve the redundancy and ambiguity issues caused by term-based analysis, the previous paper (de la Vega et al. 2016) derived a set of 60 topics using latent Dirichlet allocation topic modeling (David et al. 2003). By excluding 25 topics that are unrelated to psychological phenomena and based on the mean log odds ratio (LOR) scores, we picked out 20 functional topics for $k = 6$ cluster (Table 1). Furthermore, we included all eight disorder topics for $k = 6$ cluster for the following meta-analytic procedure (Table 2).

For the purposes of generating functional preference profiles that best predict each cluster, we first selected two different sets of studies: (1) studies that at least activated 5% of voxels within a given cluster and (2) studies that activated no voxels within a given cluster. We then trained a naïve
Bayesian classifier to discriminate these two sets of studies based on the loading of cognitive function and disorder-related topics onto individual studies for each cluster. The resulting model predicts the probability that an fMRI study activated a cluster, given the semantic content of that study (Fig. 1c).

We extracted the log odds ratio (LOR) of each topic from the naïve Bayesian model to create functional preference profiles for each cluster. The LOR is defined here as the ratio between the probability of a given topic in the set of active studies and in the set of inactive studies. A positive LOR for a given topic means that the topic is predictive for the activation of the given cluster. We then determine the statistical significance of the LOR using permutation testing. To do this, we permuted the class labels, extracted the LOR for each topic 1000 times, and obtained a null distribution of LORs for each topic and each cluster. We calculated the $p$ values for each pairwise relationship between topics and

### Table 1 Functional topics most strongly associated with PMC regions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Top words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>Memory, retrieval, encoding, recognition, episodic, items, recall, words, memories, recollection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>Awareness, future, conscious, default, consciousness, past, rate, heart, mental, personal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMN</td>
<td>Default, intrinsic, seed, spontaneous, thickness, developmental, adolescence, values, childhood, global</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentalizing</td>
<td>Social, empathy, moral, person, judgments, mentalizing, mental, mind, judgment, perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching</td>
<td>Switching, rule, executive, switch, rules, flexibility, shifting, aggression, shift, aggressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td>Spatial, adaptation, location, space, rotation, mental, orientation, position, visuospatial, navigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision-making</td>
<td>Decision, choice, decisions, choices, risk, reward, outcome, outcomes, uncertainty, risky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scene</td>
<td>Scenes, scene, complexity, effort, demands, visual, manipulation, easy, difficult, natural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game</td>
<td>Acupuncture, game, unfair, stimulation, offers, playing, acupoint, cooperation, social, provocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imagery</td>
<td>Imagery, mental, imagined, motor, gait, walking, generation, imagination, locomotion, imagine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WM</td>
<td>Memory, working, WM, load, verbal, maintenance, delay, encoding, capacity, executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention</td>
<td>Attention, attentional, visual, spatial, search, location, orienting, target, attended, irrelevant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inhibition</td>
<td>Inhibition, inhibitory, stop, motor, sustained, no-go, transient, suppression, inhibit, inhibited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Gestures, BPD, gesture, communication, communicative, speech, actor, chemotherapy, iconic, nonverbal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cues</td>
<td>Cues, cue, target, reaction, preparation, anticipation, RT, cued, visual, times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion</td>
<td>Emotional, emotion, regulation, affective, pictures, emotions, arousal, affect, reappraisal, viewing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>Learning, feedback, learned, sequence, implicit, training, explicit, reinforcement, associative, transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categorization</td>
<td>Category, reasoning, categories, categorization, relations, similarity, categorical, relational, abstract, perceptual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Action, actions, motor, goal, mirror, planning, imitation, execution, directed, movements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reward</td>
<td>Reward, sleep, anticipation, monetary, rewards, motivation, incentive, loss, motivational, gain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Strongest loading words for each topic are listed in descending order of association strength

$DMN$ default mode network, $WM$ working memory, $BPD$ borderline personality disorder, $RT$ reaction time

### Table 2 Disorder topics and their top-loading words

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Top words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PTSD</td>
<td>PTSD, blind, sighted, trauma, traumatic, TBI, stress, experts, survivors, novices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADHD</td>
<td>ADHD, users, cocaine, drug, cannabis, hyperactivity, attention, deficit, addiction, CD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>Depression, MDD, depressive, bipolar, depressed, anxiety, mood, major, BD, sad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autism</td>
<td>Autism, grey, aging, lesion, compensatory, executive, deficit, abilities, intelligence, tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obesity</td>
<td>Food, weight, eating, obese, women, foods, obesity, nervosa, energy, caloric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatric-disorders</td>
<td>Schizophrenia, psychosis, hallucinations, psychotic, SZ, schizophrenic, episode, impairments, illness, verbal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking</td>
<td>ASD, stress, smokers, smoking, epilepsy, nicotine, cortisol, craving, heroin, drug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCI/AD</td>
<td>AD, PD, Alzheimer, mild, aMCI, Parkinson, dementia, loss, stage, human</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Strongest loading words for each topic are listed in descending order of association strength

$PTSD$ posttraumatic stress disorder, $ADHD$ attention deficit disorder, $MCI$ mild cognitive impairment, $AD$ Alzheimer’s disease, $TBI$ traumatic brain injury, $CD$ conduct disorder, $MDD$ major depressive disorder, $BD$ bipolar disorder, $SZ$ schizophrenia, $ASD$ acute stress disorder, $PD$ Parkinson’s disease, $aMCI$ amnestic mild cognitive impairment
clusters and reported significance at the 0.01 level for the 
20 cognitive function-related topics and 0.05 level for the 
eight disorder-related topics, including the FDR correction 
for multiple comparisons.

Finally, we determined whether certain topics show a 
preference for a particular cluster. We conducted explora-
tory, post hoc comparisons by examining if the 95% con-
fidence interval (CI) for the LOR of a specific topic for a 
given cluster overlaps with the 95% CIs of the same topic in 
other clusters. To do this, we applied the procedure used in 
de la Vega et al. (2016, 2017), i.e., using bootstrapping by 
sampling with replacement and recalculating LOR for each 
cluster 1000 times. As the comparisons are post hoc and 
exploratory, caution is warranted in interpreting their results.

**Functional laterization analysis**

We also tested for differences between left and right PMC. 
To this end, we first split the PMC mask into left- and right-
hemispheric masks. We then replicated the same silhouette 
score analysis, coactivation clustering, coactivation profiles, 
and meta-analytic functional preference profiles analysis on 
both the left and right PMC masks.

**Results**

**Functionally separable regions in PMC**

Based on the silhouette score analysis (Fig. 2a), PMC was 
subdivided into six bilateral clusters along the midline 
axis (Fig. 2b). To contextualize these clusters in terms of 
anatomy, we compared them to the H–O probabilistic struc-
tural atlas. We did not expect that these functionally defined 
clusters would be precisely constrained by the H–O atlas’ 
anatomical boundaries, but we did nevertheless observe a 
moderate correspondence. This finding reflects the notion 
that functional areas are not necessarily the same as anatomi-
cal areas, but that functions should nevertheless have 
some anatomical basis.

In the anterior part of PMC, we identified two clusters 
that correspond to superior dorsal PCC (sdPCC) and infer-
ior dorsal PCC (idPCC), which is similar to the anatomical 
parcellation reported in a previous review paper (Leech and 
Sharp 2014). However, the sdPCC extended superiorly into 
the anterior precuneus and both sdPCC and idPCC extended 
to pMCC (Fig. 2b). This is because the H–O atlas we used 
to generate our PMC mask divided the cingulate only into 
the anterior and posterior portions.

In the dorsal posterior part of the PMC, we identified two 
clusters that correspond to the anatomical location of the 
precuneus, which we labeled as anterior precuneus (aPrC) 
and posterior precuneus (pPrC) (Fig. 2b). A previous review

---

**Fig. 2** Coactivation-based clustering of PMC results. 
A The silhouette scores, a measure for intra-cluster cohesion, for clusters from \( k=2 \) to \( k=20 \) (\( p \) values for all clusters <0.001). Red dots represent the 
cluster solution we picked out for this study. B Sagittal views of the 
\( k=6 \) solution (\( x=0 \) and 2). RSC retrosplenial cortex, vPCC ventral 
posterior cingulate cortex, pPrC posterior precuneus, aPrC anterior 
precuneus, sdPCC superior dorsal posterior cingulate cortex, idPCC 
inferior dorsal posterior cingulate cortex
paper (Cavanna and Trimble 2006) did provide some preliminary evidence for subdividing the precuneus into the anterior and posterior regions in this way based on activation patterns.

In the ventral part of PMC, we identified two clusters representing the ventral PCC (vPCC) and retrosplenial cortex (RSC) (Fig. 2b). Note that our vPCC cluster extended partially into the ventral precuneus and dPCC. Lecce and Sharp (2014) subdivided the vPCC into superior and inferior vPCC. Our six-cluster solution, however, represented these two Brodmann regions (v31 and v23) with a single cluster (vPCC). This suggests that two adjacent regions can express similar functional profiles despite having distinct cytoarchitectural characteristics. Our second cluster, which we identified as RSC, extended dorsally and posteriorly into the ventral part of the precuneus and PCC.

**Meta-analytic coactivation and functional preference profiles**

**Anterior PMC**

We contrasted the coactivation voxels between the sdPCC and idPCC (Fig. 3a) to identify voxels with higher coactivation degree with one cluster than the other. Our result showed that the coactivation patterns of these two clusters are similar, except that idPCC showed greater coactivation with bilateral anterior insula than sdPCC (Fig. 3b).

Of the cognitive function-related topics, permutation significance testing showed both that idPCC and sdPCC are significantly associated with ‘memory’ and ‘decision-making’ and that idPCC is significantly associated with ‘reward’ (95% CI LOR: reward: idPCC [0.12, 0.59], sdPCC [−0.27, 0.3]) (Fig. 3c). However, exploratory post hoc tests did not show a significant difference between idPCC and sdPCC in association with ‘reward’ (95% CI LOR: reward: idPCC [0.12, 0.59], sdPCC [−0.27, 0.3]) (Fig. 6a). Of the disorder-related topics, idPCC is significantly associated with ‘smoking’ (Fig. 3d). However, exploratory post hoc tests did not show a significant difference between idPCC and sdPCC in this topic also (95% CI LOR: smoking: idPCC [−0.05, 0.55], sdPCC [−0.47, 0.26]) (Fig. 6b).

**Dorsal PMC**

We similarly contrasted the coactivation patterns between aPrC and pPrC (Fig. 4a). We found that the coactivation patterns of these two clusters are also similar, except that pPrC showed greater coactivation with idPCC than aPrC (Fig. 4b).

Of the cognitive function-related topics, permutation significance testing showed that activity in both pPrC and aPrC is significantly predicted by ‘working memory’ (WM) and ‘spatial’ (Fig. 4c). We also found that pPrC is significantly associated with ‘memory’, ‘cues’, and ‘decision-making’ while aPrC is significantly associated with ‘imagery’ (Fig. 4c). However, we only found pPrC to be more strongly associated with ‘memory’ than aPrC in the exploratory post hoc tests (95% CI LOR: memory: pPrC [0.67, 0.97], aPrC [−0.06, 0.3]) (Fig. 6a). Of the disorder-related topics, a permutation test suggested that no topics were significantly associated with activity in either aPrC or pPrC (Fig. 4d).

**Ventral PMC**

Lastly, we contrasted the coactivation patterns between the vPCC and RSC (Fig. 5a). We found that the vPCC coactivated more with bilateral parietal junction (TPJ), temporal cortex, and ventral medial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), whereas the RSC coactivated more with parahippocampal/hippocampal cortex (Fig. 5b).

Of the cognitive function-related topics, permutation significance tests showed that activity in both vPCC and RSC is significantly associated with ‘memory’, ‘awareness’, and ‘decision-making’ (Fig. 5c). We also found that vPCC has significant associations with ‘DMN’, ‘mentalizing’, ‘emotion’, and ‘communication’, while RSC has significant associations with ‘spatial’, ‘scene’, and ‘imagery’ (Fig. 5c). The exploratory post hoc tests suggested that vPCC was more strongly associated with ‘mentalizing’ (95% CI LOR: mentalizing: vPCC [0.75, 1.02], RSC [−0.04, 0.35]) and RSC was more strongly associated with ‘spatial’ and ‘imagery’ (95% CI LOR: spatial: vPCC [−0.4, 0.06], RSC [0.25, 0.8]; imagery: vPCC [−0.5, 0.07], RSC [0.16, 0.82]) (Fig. 6a). Of the disorder-related topics, permutation significance tests showed that vPCC was significantly predicted by ‘smoking’ and ‘MCI/AD’ (Fig. 5d).

**Functional lateralization analysis**

After we split the PMC mask into the left and right halves and replicated the same analyses on both halves, we obtained six-cluster parcellations and functional preference profiles for both left and right PMC, analogous to that of our whole PMC mask from earlier. For this reason, the clusters in the left/right masks followed the same naming scheme as the clusters in the whole PMC mask. However, as indicated by the permutation significance tests, there were some differences between the correlation of functional preference profiles with left and right PMC.

Of the cognitive function-related topics, left pPrC was significantly associated with ‘spatial’, while right pPrC was significantly associated with ‘cues’. Left aPrC was also significantly associated with ‘imagery’, while the right aPrC was not. The left idPCC was significantly associated with ‘awareness’, while the right idPCC was not. The left vPCC was significantly associated with ‘emotion’ and ‘communication’, while the right vPCC...
was not. The left RSC was significantly associated with ‘decision-making’ and ‘imagery’, while the right RSC was significantly associated with ‘spatial’ (Fig. 7). Of the disorder-related topics, the left vPCC was significantly associated with ‘smoking’, while the right RSC was significantly associated with ‘MCI/AD’ (Fig. 8). However, the exploratory post hoc tests for cognitive function- and disorder-related topics in both the left and right PMC did not show any significant differences in the functional profiles mentioned above (Figs. 9, 10).

Fig. 3  Detailed results for the sdPCC (gray) and idPCC (brown) clusters obtained using the k=6 solution, a.k.a. anterior PMC. a Mid-sagittal view of the two selected clusters. b Coactivation comparison of the two selected clusters presented using axial, coronal, and sagittal slice views. c Functional preference profiles of the two selected clusters using 20 functional topics. d Functional preference profiles of the two selected clusters using eight disorder-related topics. For both c, d, functional preference is measured using the LOR. Significance was determined using permutation testing and indicated on the radar plots as color-coded dots. The significance thresholds for c, d were 0.01 and 0.05, respectively, including the FDR correction for multiple comparisons. sdPCC superior dorsal posterior cingulate cortex, idPCC inferior dorsal posterior cingulate cortex, PMC posteromedial cortex, LOR log odds ratio, FDR false discovery rate.
Discussion

We identified six clusters that roughly separate PMC into anterior (sdPCC and idPCC), dorsal (aPrC and pPrC), and ventral (vPCC and RSC) divisions. Based on the exploratory nature of our present study, the boundaries between different clusters that characterize anatomical regions should not be taken literally. However, this functional parcellation map provides a snapshot of different subregions within PMC. Our results support the idea that subregions in PMC have some shared functions such as ‘memory’ and ‘decision-making’. This is in line with previous studies suggesting that areas in DMN, specifically PMC, make major contributions to memory-related processes.
and automated information processing to make fast and efficient decisions (Margulies et al. 2016; Margulies and Smallwood 2017; Vatansever et al. 2017c). At the same time, given clusters or combinations of clusters are also functionally distinct. Examples include: aPrC and pPrC, which were both associated with ‘WM’; idPCC and showed associations with ‘reward’ and ‘smoking’; and vPCC, which showed associations with ‘DMN’, ‘mentalizing’, and ‘MCI/AD’. We discuss our findings (summarized in Fig. 11) in detail below and place them in the context of the literature.
Anterior PMC

In the anterior part of PMC, our analysis identified two clusters, which we defined as sdPCC and idPCC. This regional separation based on functional aspects results in a similar organization to the actual anatomical location of dorsal PCC (Vogt 2009). Both sdPCC and idPCC are associated with ‘memory’ and ‘decision-making’. This was somewhat surprising because a primate structural connectivity study found that the connection between the hippocampal formation, parahippocampal cortex, and dorsal PCC was less prominent compared to vPCC and RSC (Kobayashi and Amaral 2007). However, the idPCC showed associations with ‘reward’ and ‘smoking’. Primate structural connection

Fig. 6 Strength of association, measured using LOR between the six clusters and the topics of interest: a cognitive function-related topics; b disorder-related topics. For each association, we generated 95% CIs using a bootstrapping test that resampled 1000 times. LOR log odds ratio, CI confidence interval
and alcohol-related craving studies have revealed that PCC had dense structural connections as well as functional correlations with regions that are important to the reward system such as dACC, thalamus, insula, and striatum (Parvizi et al. 2006; Huang et al. 2018; Romanski et al. 1997; Yeterian and Pandya 1988; Kunishio and Haber 1994; Vogt et al. 1987). Combining these associated topics, anterior PMC might play an important role in the formation of habitual behavior.

Fig. 7 Lateralization analysis of $k=6$ cluster solutions generated separately for a left and b right PMC masks. Sagittal slice views at $x = -2$ and $2$, respectively, display the clusters themselves. Radar plots display the functional preferences profiles across 20 cognitive function-related topics for each cluster using LOR. Dots indicate permutation-based significance at the 0.01 level, including the FDR correction for multiple comparisons. PMC posteromedial cortex, LOR log odds ratio, FDR false discovery rate.
Fig. 8 Lateralization analysis of $k=6$ cluster solutions generated separately for the a left and b right PMC masks. Sagittal slice views at $x = -2$ and 2, respectively, display the clusters themselves. Radar plots display the functional preferences profiles across eight disorder-related topics for each cluster using LOR. Dots indicate permutation-based significance at the 0.05 level, including the FDR correction for multiple comparisons. PMC posteromedial cortex, LOR log odds ratio, FDR false discovery rate
through decision-making and cognitive flexibility (Vatansever et al. 2016, 2017c).

**Dorsal PMC**

In the dorsal part of PMC, our analysis identified two clusters, which we defined as aPrC and pPrC. In the functional preference analysis, the activity of both regions was predicted by ‘working memory’ (WM) and ‘spatial’. This is in line with the majority of previous findings, supporting the central role of the precuneus in visuospatial information processing (Cavanna and Trimble 2006) as well as working memory (Fransson 2006; Hampson et al. 2010; Vatansever et al. 2015, 2017b). Furthermore, the application of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to a midline parietal site centered on the precuneus resulted in the facilitation
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**Fig. 9** Strength of association, measured using LOR, between the six clusters from the left PMC mask and the topics of interest: a cognitive function-related topics; b disorder-related topics. For each association, we generated 95% CIs using a bootstrapping test that resampled 1000 times. LOR log odds ratio, PMC posteromedial cortex, CI confidence interval
of performance in a delayed-match-to-sample (DMS) task (Luber et al. 2007). The pPrC is significantly associated with ‘memory’, while the aPrC is significantly associated with ‘imagery’. This result is consistent with the idea that the precuneus can be subdivided into an anterior region involved in self-centered mental imagery and a posterior region subserving successful episodic memory retrieval (Cavanna and Trimble 2006).

**Ventral PMC**

In the ventral part of PMC, our analysis identified two clusters, which we defined as vPCC and RSC. These two clusters were both highly predicted by ‘memory’, ‘awareness’, and ‘decision-making’. As previously mentioned, vPCC and RSC have dense connections to the medial temporal lobe, hippocampal formation, and parahippocampal cortex.
(Kobayashi and Amaral 2007), which are important areas for memory. Also, previous studies indicate a role of areas in PMC in conscious awareness (Stamatakis et al. 2010; Guldenmund et al. 2012; Adapa et al. 2014). Results from the coactivation map also showed that RSC had greater coactivation with parahippocampal cortex and vPCC showed greater coactivation with the temporal lobe. In addition to the association with ‘memory’, vPCC also showed associations with ‘MCI/AD’, which severely impact memory-related functions. This association is consistent with previous reports about the importance of PCC in amyloid deposition with Alzheimer’s disease and performance on an episodic memory retrieval task in MCI (Ries et al. 2006; Sperling et al. 2009). Furthermore, the locations of amyloid deposition and fMRI activity in both studies are noticeably centered in vPCC. Although RSC did not show significant association with MCI/AD or DMN in whole PMC analysis, a recent paper does support the gateway function of RSC between the cortical DMN and medial temporal lobe structures (Kaboodvand et al. 2018), which are of pivotal importance in such disorders. That said, correlation of RSC in disorders featuring memory impairment might be more indirect or lateralized to one hemisphere, given that right RSC showed association with MCI/AD compared to left RSC in our lateralization analysis. This remains unclear, however, as our analysis showed that the 95% CI for the LOR was overlapping. VPCC also showed greater coactivation with bilateral TPJ and vmPFC compared to RSC, which are important DMN regions (Raichle et al. 2001; Buckner et al. 2008). Furthermore, vpPCC showed the greatest correlation with ‘mentalizing’ among all clusters. Taken together with previous findings showing increased connectivity between the DMN and vpPCC during internally focused states (Leech et al. 2011, 2012), vpPCC can be seen as the one of the central hubs of the DMN. This helps to explain our present results, which show that vpPCC is the only cluster significantly associated with ‘DMN’.

Conclusions and future directions

Although our study provided a comprehensive analysis of the functional parcellation in PMC, there are some caveats worth addressing as well as questions for future research. First, none of the clusters yielded a single functional preference as the multivariate classifier used in this study is poor in its ability to predict activation by just using one (i.e., the strongest) associated topic. However, this might simply reflect the reality that no single brain region is associated with only a single function. Furthermore, like many other
multivariate models, the model we used in this study modeled the relationship between functional topics and activity purely with linear correlations, which necessarily ignores potential non-linear relationships (de la Vega et al. 2016, 2017).

Second, Neurosynth is an automated text-mining based dataset. Coordinates and terms were both extracted using an automated parser. Even though the topic modeling method remediated the redundancy and ambiguity issues caused by this term-based searching approach, researchers might have already introduced bias by describing conceptual terms they would like to address instead of actual behavioral or functional terms. Unlike Neurosynth, which works at the study level, the BrainMap dataset works at the experiment level (single contrast) with a set of labels predefined by experts (Laird et al. 2005, 2011). Since these two datasets show complementary limitations and advantages, it makes sense to combine them in a future study to provide a more comprehensive insight of functional profiles (Genon et al. 2018).

Third, even though the functional clusters showed some resemblance to anatomical organization, our clusters still had some overlap with different cytoarchitectonic regions. For example, the cluster we defined as RSC actually extended dorsally and posteriorly into part of PCC and precuneus. Also, our vPCC cluster did not separate into superior and inferior vPCC as defined in previous literature (Vogt 2009). Therefore, when interpreting the clusters generated using this method, we need to stress function over structure.

Fourth, in the functional lateralization analysis, one thing to note is that the PMC mask is based on the Harvard–Oxford anatomical atlas. Among other things, this means that the left and right PMC masks are not identical: the matrix of left PMC [4117 × 151,527] is smaller than that of right PMC [5248 × 151,527]. This might cause biases toward the larger matrix while comparing the functional preference profiles between left and right PMC.

This study presents a functional parcellation of PMC generated by a relatively unbiased data-driven approach. Our results support the idea that, as a single union, PMC supports different cognitive and disorder-related functions. As a brain region composed of sub-regions, different adjacent sub-regions in PMC share some functions in addition to their distinct functions. Our functional lateralization analysis also found some interesting results such as the possible lateralization effect of RSC in ‘MCI/AD’. The present results can serve as a foundation for future, more fine-grained research as well as provide a functional parcellation to the poorly understood PMC.
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